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Many and voluminous are the lectures, articles, papers and other sources of information relating to the
Banners and Ensigns of the Order. All tell more or less the same story. This is quite understandable as the
basic source of the information comes from the Revised Standard Version or one of the modern translations
of the Volume of the Sacred Law. Who can argue with the veracity of this great work?
However fewer researchers or students have produced information on the Twelve Tribes whose banners we
use in the Royal Arch Degree. These tribes play a very big part in many of the degrees of our order. The
tribal life also played a large part in the life' of the Israelites and their history is closely interwoven with our
Ritual. Therefore some knowledge of their History, customs etc must give us all a better understanding of
our ritual and how it fits within the framework of Capitular Masonry.
The Banners or Ensigns are one of the most decorative features of our. Chapter Rooms and some brief
reminders of their meanings will be included yet; the Banners themselves play no part in the actual
workings and only passing reference to the tribes is made in the lectures of our degrees.
The references are made in different degrees depending on which workings are being used. Some writers
construe the arrangements of our Chapter rooms as the camping order of the Israelites, the Banners
representing the tribes, and the Altar representing the Ark of the Covenant.
Because Jacob had twelve sons it is often, but erroneously, assumed that the twelve tribes of Israel were
named after his sons. This is incorrect. Ten of the Tribes were named after the sons of Jacob, but two were
named after two of his Grandsons. Ephraim and Manasseh who were the sons of Joseph and Joseph had no
tribe named after him!
In his book" The Ensigns of the Twelve Tribes of Israel", Harry Mendoza indicates that it was customary in
Israel for the eldest son to receive two portions of his Father's estate but Reuben, who was Jacobs eldest son
fell foul of his father for misconduct with his father's concubine, so only received a single inheritance. Levi
and Joseph also received no territory but for different reasons. Levi and his brother Simeon also fell into
disfavour with their father because of what Jacob considered traitorous and unseemly conduct. Levi and his
descendants were directed to serve the other tribes as priests and were scattered among the other tribes. The
Levites were also responsible for transporting the Ark of the Covenant and all the coverings and equipment
Simeon however appears to have received similar benefits as the other brothers. Instead of a territory he
was given 19 unconnected cities, located within the territory allocated to Judah.
Joseph, who was probably the favourite son, because of feeding his family whilst they were in Egypt was
honoured by having his sons Ephraim and Manasseh partake of Jacobs blessing. Thus the twelve tribes
originated from ten sons and two Grandsons of the Patriarch Jacob. On his deathbed the sons of Jacob
received what has become known as "Jacob’s Blessing", although in some case it was more of a curse.
(Genesis 49. ) Jacob’s two Grandsons received a blessing from Moses. (Deut 32, 33). The actual blessings
become important because the are the basis of the devices shown on the Banners or Ensigns"
The positions occupied by the Tribes when on the March and when camped were designed to protect the
Ark of the Covenant at all times. (Numb 2:2)KJV. .

“Every man of the children of Israel shall pitch by his own standard, with the ensign of his father's house;
far off about the tabernacle of the congregation shall they pitch"
In the East were Judah, Issachar and Zebulun
In the South were Reuben, Simeon and Gad
In the West were Ephraim, Manasseh and Benjamin
In the North were Dan, Asher, and Naptholi.”
Looking at these names and at the Banners in a Chapter Room they appear be very neat, compact and a
comfortable size. However if these names are translated into people it becomes a vastly different picture.
According to the 2nd Chapter of Numbers a census was taken of all male members of the tribes over 20
years of age and suitable as warriors and the following figures ~
JUDAH 74600
ISSAChER 54400
ZEBULUN 57400 186400
REUBEN 46500
SIMEON 59300
GAD 45650 151450
EPHRAIM 40500
MANASSEH 32200
BENJAMIN 35400 108100
DAN 62700
ASHER 41500
NAPTHALI 53400 157600
A TOTAL OF 603550 FIGHTING MEN
Additionally there were 22,300 male Levites aged one month or more. 8580 of whom were required to
transport the Ark and it's related equipment.
An army of more than half a million men and to these must be added the men who were not fit for the
army, women and children so the aggregate must be well over a million people. Additionally there would
have been sheep, goats and cattle to accompany them. The Logistics of their moving or even camping must
have been tremendous.
The previous facts speak for themselves. There can be little discussion as they come from a most reliable
source- The V.S.L.

Now we come to the banners ensigns and standards. There is mention in the V.S.L of banners and ensigns
etc but there is no reference to their colours and what devices adorned them. There would have to be some
means of distinguishing the various tribes so that the members would know where to camp or to march.
The descriptions and colouring of the banners has been added by our Masonic forbearers, and variations
now become visible.
Early Masonry, as we know it evolved from the Grand Chapters or Lodges of England, Ireland and
Scotland. Other Grand Bodies adopting, and in some cases adapting these schools of thought to their own
wishes. Ireland does not use Banners in their Royal Arch ceremony. So we will consider only the English
and Scottish systems. There is considerable differences in these two workings and it is inevitable that
considerable discussion has arisen as to which is correct.
To deal with the differences I am only dealing with the English and Scottish versions. Firstly we find
differences in the terms Banners, Ensigns and Standards, although they all mean the same. The V.S.L refers
to standards. England refers to Ensigns and Principal Standards and Scotland refers to Banners and Great
Banners. Generally, Banners hang from the top, the others hang from the side.
The Grand Chapter of Scotland have defined the colours and devices of their banners in their Constitution
and Laws. The location and sizes are not defined The colours and devices are as follows:
JUDAH CRIMSON A lion couchant surmounted by a Crown and sceptre
ISSACHAR SKY BLUE An Ass crouching beneath it's burden
ZEBULUN PURPLE A Ship.
REUBEN RED A Man erect
SIMEON YELLOW A Tower
GAD WHITE A Troop of Horsemen
EPHRAIM DARK GREEN An Ox:
MANASSEH FLESH COLOUR A vine by the side of a wall
BENJAMIN DARK GREEN A Wolf
DAN LIGHT GREEN An eagle with a serpent in it's talents
ASHER PURPLE A Cup
NAPTHALI BLUE A Hind let loose.
The names of the Tribes are to be shown on the banners in Hebrew.
The Grand Chapter of England have not defined the colours or the devices of the
Ensigns but generally they are the same as above with the following differences.
REUBEN Waves of Water
SIMEON A Sword

DAN A Horse rearing, its heels being bitten by snake, and the rider falling off backwards.
These differences can be explained as an the devices are taken from the words of Jacobs blessing to his
sons and in some cases they contain more than one reference.
He referred to Reuben as “Reuben thou art my first born and the beginning of my strength, the excellency
of dignity, and the excellency of power. Unstable as water thou shalt not excel because thou went up to thy
father's bed then defilest thou it; He went up to my couch" The two variations are either A MAN or
WATER.
Of Simeon he said, Simeon and Levi are brethren; instruments of cruelty are in their habitations--- cursed
be their anger, for it was fierce and their wrath for it was cruel. I will divide them in Jarob and scatter them
in Israel. The sword here represents their wrath and anger, when they slew the Schemites. whilst the
alternative is A Tower representing the city of the Schemites where the slaughter took place.
Of Dan he said "Dan shall be a serpent on the roadside, a viper along the path that bites the horses heels, so
that it's rider tumbles backwards." Where the Horse and rider are the device it should be noted that Dan is
represented by the viper on the road and not by the Horseman. The English banners show a horseman
falling off a horse frightened by a Viper, whilst Scotland shows an eagle with a viper in it's claws. The
reason is not clear although Mendoza suggests that it refers to some biblical references and one is Exodus
19:4 "Ye have seen what I did unto the Egyptians, and how I bore you on Eagles Wings and brought you
unto myself." He also concedes that the connection with Dan is not at all obvious. But it is interesting to
note that the symbol for Dan on the Divisional Banners which are used only in the English System.
Probably the greatest source of discussion and in some cases argument is the placing of the Banners in our
Chapter Rooms. The tribes when marching or camping were always in the form of a square. To place the
banners in the Chapter room as an exact replica, that is in a square formation, would be inconvenient and
would create several practical difficulties, such as movement of the sojourners, visibility of the Principals
etc. As a sensible compromise the Banners are placed in two parallel lines in both the English and Scottish
Workings. According to Bernard Jones in the "Freemasons book of the Royal Arch. the banners were
originally placed in a square.
SCOTTISH WORKING
North East, Corner. South East. Corner.
JUDAH ISSACHAR
NAPTHALI ZEBULUN
ASHER REUBEN
DAN SIMEON
BENJAMIN GAD
MANASSEH EPHRAIM
From the above you can see that the banners of the "EAST" dwellers are placed in the South East Corner of
the Chapter Room and the "WEST" dwellers are placed in the North West Comer.
ENGLISH WORKING

North East Comer South East Corner
JUDAH ISSACHAR
NAPTHALI ZEBULUN
ASHER . REUBEN
DAN SIMEON
BENJAMIN GAD
MANASSEH EPHRAIM
In this arrangement two of the "EAST" dwellers are in the East (Judah and Issachar whilst Zebulon is
placed in the South East, almost in the East. Of the "WEST" dwellers Ephraim and Manassah are in the
West whilst Benjamin is placed in the North West, again almost in the West. These placements are taken
from Harry Mendoza's book the Ensigns of the twelve tribes of Israel. This arrangement does appear to be a
more accurate placing of the Banners than the Scottish Method
In addition to the Banners of the twelve individual tribes there were "DIVISIONAL BANNERS" which are
referred to in the ritual but which are only displayed in "English Chapters, and these are referred to as the
Four Principal Standards. Scottish Chapters could display two "Great Banners" these are known as the
Crimson Banner and the Green Banner. .The Divisional Banners were as follows:JUDAH A LION
REUBEN A MAN
EPHRAIM AN OX
DAN AN EAGLE
However the centre piece of the Great Banners of Scotland features a peculiar figure fitting the above
description. The Great Banners also contain illustrations of the twelve signs of the Zodiac although they
vary in position and the jewels of some of their senior officers also include some signs of the Zodiac.
The Crimson Banner of Scotland is said to refer to the Temple and all it's glory. The Green Banner
represents the Ark of the Covenant.
The use of the signs of the Zodiac in conjunction with the Banners is another source of difference. Many
prominent scholars and Churchmen claim there is absolutely no connection, between the Tribes and the
signs of the Zodiac yet the Encyclopaedia Judaica (161191.) links the following tribes and Signs of the
Zodiac:JUDAH Aries ISSACHAR Taurus ZEBULUN Gemini REUBEN Cancer SIMEON Leo GAD Virgo
EPHRAIM Libra MANASSEH Scorpio BENJAMIN Sagittarius DAN Capricorn ASHER Aquarius
NAPTHALI Pisces.
Another interesting point is that the three Freemasons Halls which have been built in Great Queen St.,

London 1779, 1869, and 1933 included the signs of the Zodiac in their decorations.
Another scholar J.S. Ward in “An explanation of the Royal Arch Degree" claims there as follows " In brief
there is a clear astrological key to the Royal Arch. The seven steps represent the seven planets, the twelve
standards represent the twelve signs of the Zodiac" But he gives no definite connection between individual
signs and Banners.
The Sun surrounded by its planets passes in a circle, through each of the Zodiac once a year. The planets
are the Sun, Moon, Mars, Mercury, Venus, Saturn and Jupiter. The Zodiac are constellations.
Yet a PGCh of the UGL of England and a member of the Q.C.Lodge wrote "the proposed connection
between the distinctive Ensigns and the Ensigns of the Zodiac is entirely fallacious and wasted ingenuity".
Bro. P James an eminent Masonic Scholar (AQC 83 p 193) gave this comment on the subject "In places it
is difficult to understand ...( and) at times becomes pure nonsense.
As more eminent scholars than myself are unable to agree on this subject, I propose to proceed no further in
this vein.
THE BLESSINGS
DAN Dan shall be a serpent by the roadside, a viper along the path, that bites the horses heels, so that its
rider topples backwards.
GAD Gad will be attacked by a band of raiders, but he will attack them at their heels.
ISSACHER Issacher is as strong as an ass crouching down between two burdens, and becomes a servant in
Tribute.
ASHER Asher's food will be rich and he will provide delicacies fit for a king
NAPTHALI Napthali is a doe set free that bears beautiful fawns
EPHRAIM (Blessing of Moses. ) Ephraim is like a bullock with horns like a Unicorn to push people to the
end of the earth.
MANASSEH Is taken from the blessing of Joseph by his father Jacob Joseph is a fruitful vine near a spring
whose branches climb over the wall
BENJAMIN Benjamin is like a ravenous wolf, In the morning he devours the prey, and in the evening he
divides the plunder.
ZEBULON. Zebulon shall dwell at the haven of the Sea and shall be a haven for ships.
REUBEN Reuben, thou art my first born, and the beginning of my strength, the excellency of dignity and
the excellency of power... Unstable as water, thou shalt not excel because thou went up to thy father's bed;
then defilest thou it; He went up to my couch.
SIMEON AND LEVI. Simeon and Levi are brethren; instruments of cruelty are in their habitations
(genesis 34:2S)Cursed be their anger for it was fierce and their wrath for it was cruel. I will divide them in
Jacob and scatter them in Israel. 8
JUDAH; Judah thou art he whom thy brethren will praise... thy fathers children will bow down before thee.
Judah is a Lions whelp... The sceptre shall not depart from Judah. He washed his garments in wine and his
clothes in the blood of grapes.

